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Physics for Game DevelopersO'Reilly, 2001
Colliding billiard balls. Missile trajectories. Cornering dynamics in speeding cars. By applying the laws of physics, you can realistically model nearly everything in games that bounces around, flies, rolls, slides, or isn't sitting still, to create compelling, believable content for computer games, simulations, and animation. Physics for Game...
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Optimal Portfolio Modeling, CD-ROM includes Models Using Excel and R: Models to Maximize Returns and Control Risk in Excel and R (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
it takes more than just precise timing and picking the right stocks to achieve exceptional results in today's markets. In order to capture consistent success, you need to strike the right balance between position sizing and risk management.

Nobody understands this better than author Philip McDonnell, and with Optimal Portfolio Modeling,...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Fluid Mechanics: An Introduction to the Theory of Fluid FlowsSpringer, 2008
Fluid mechanics is a field that spreads widely and to all fields of engineering, science and medicine. The book takes this into account and provides a sound basis.
This is a modern book on fluid mechanics that is written in a way needed these days to teach the subject to students in engineering and science at higher educational institutes. The...
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The Encyclopedia of Rural America: The Land and People (2 Volume Set)Grey House Publishing, 2008
The Encyclopedia of Rural America is dedicated to the land and its people. Rural America is characterized by its vast expansiveness and its diversity. Of the nation's 1.9 billion acres, 1.8 billion acres are in rural areas or federal lands. It is a land of crop and pasture land, forests and wetlands, mountains and deserts, sea coasts and inland...
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Map-based Mobile Services: Design, Interaction and Usability (Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography)Springer, 2008
The worldwide popularisation of mobile communication technologies and the increasing awareness of usability issues since 1990’s have been urging map designers to specialise and extend cartographic semiotics, visualisation styles and map use techniques for mobile contexts and small display devices. As a follow-up to the first book...
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The Avid Handbook: Advanced Techniques, Strategies, and Survival Information for Avid Editing Systems, 5th EditionFocal Press, 2008
"The Avid Handbook has always been an useful supplement to Avid's own excellent manuals. Greg Staten's latest edition introduces readers to the inner workings, tips, tricks and hidden techniques behind Avid's newly updated Media Composer 3.0 software. Avid's manuals can teach you the right buttons to push, but Staten takes you further into the...
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Oracle DBA Checklists Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
Oracle database administration is a complex and stressful job. In a series of easy-to-use checklists, this concise pocket reference summarizes the enormous number of tasks an Oracle DBA must perform. Each section takes a step-by-step "cookbook" approach to presenting DBA quick-reference material.  The book is divided into three major...
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The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A one-stop source of information covering everything you’ll need to know in order to pass the CISSP examination
The CISSP  Prep Guide      

From stolen intellectual proprietary and denial of service attacks to unauthorized use of critical resources and computer viruses, e-business companies face numerous threats each day that can...
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Digital Communication over Fading Channels: A Unified Approach to Performance AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Regardless of the branch of science or engineering, theoreticians have always been enamored with the notion of expressing their results in the form of closed-form expressions. Quite often, the elegance of the closed-form solution is overshadowed by the complexity of its form and the difficulty in evaluating it numerically. In such instances, one...
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Sufis in Western Society: Global Networking and Locality (Routledge Sufi)Routledge, 2009
In recent years Sufism has undergone something of a revival as a spiritual alternative to other manifestations of Islam. This book investigates the development of Sufism in Western societies, with a regional focus on North America and Europe. Exploring a number of issues relating to the dynamic tensions between religious globalization processes...
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Interactive Collaborative Information Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	The increasing complexity of our world demands new perspectives on the role of technology in human decision making. We need new technology to cope with the increasingly complex and information-rich nature of our modern society. This is particularly true for critical environments such as crisis management and traffic management, where humans...
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